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A hospital’s revenue stream is its lifeblood. Evident’s Patient Accounting Suite provides
a solid base with an integrated group of modules designed to improve cash flow by
enhancing data flow, automating insurance processing and streamlining collections.
Developed as a fully integrated and real-time solution, the Patient Accounting System provides immediate enterprise-wide
access to information with data sharing across applications. Full integration of the Patient Accounting modules, as well
as the Clinical, Point of Care and Financial Accounting modules, means that information is stored only once for use by all
system applications resulting in an efficient system where transactions are posted immediately without any end of day
routines and downtime is virtually eliminated.
This real-time availability of data, however, does not compromise the security of sensitive patient information. System
security functions protect patient confidentiality and ensure compliance with HIPAA regulations by establishing a system
environment where access is provided only to authorized personnel.
Evident’s Patient Accounting Suite includes Accounts Receivable, Master Patient Index, Registration/ADT, Automated
Registration Documentation System, Insurance Processing and Contract Management modules.

Accounts Receivable
The Accounts Receivable module is the center of the Patient Accounting System. It provides a complete and centralized
repository for all patient demographics and account transactions with full integration between all Evident application
modules. The module is an efficient means to track an unlimited number
of patient accounts from the inception of the account, through the patient
encounter and any subsequent collection efforts. Designed to automate
the collection process, the Accounts Receivable module efficiently handles
patient account charging, receipting, statements, aging, service charges,
reporting and many other data processing needs.
Integration with the other Patient Accounting applications, as well as
Clinical Ancillary, Point of Care and Financial Accounting modules, allows
the Accounts Receivable module to share patient data and facilitates
a smooth flow of information between applications. Activity-based
account information is available in real time throughout the system in an
environment that ensures the security of confidential patient information.
This means that activity posted through charging (either manual or order
entry), receipting or collections processing is available immediately to
authorized personnel for billing, reviewing or reporting.
The Accounts Receivable system can maintain transaction level detail;
defined as detail charges, receipts and notes permanently, even after the
account attains a zero balance. This makes it possible to eliminate the use
of patient file folders for inquiry or reference purposes, and the reliance on
the file folder to initiate activity on a patient account. This detail provides a
wealth of statistical data available to Medical Records, Administration and
other departments, for use in the production of custom reports via Evident’s
Ad Hoc Report Writer or ODBC compliant third party reporting products.
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Features and Benefits of the Accounts Receivable Module
User friendly, menu driven screens provide easy access to data with multiple search options and point-andclick selection
Real-time patient account transaction entry provides immediate facility-wide data availability
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Charge and Receipt batch entry balancing tools reduce posting errors
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Establishes a precise, easily followed audit trail
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Each transaction is stored in detail so that reports or insurance re-submissions may be printed at any time and as often
as desired
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Daily charges are automatically received from the Registration/ADT module eliminating the need to manually enter
room and daily charges
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Integration with Order Entry virtually eliminates manual charge entry and lost charges
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Integration with General Ledger allows
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Automatic creation of General Ledger entries as a by-product of AR operations
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Verification of General Ledger accounts used throughout the AR to ensure accurate posting
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Integration with Accounts Payable provides a secure method for refund check generation and automatic creation of
entries to update the patient account
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Provides both “first-time” and “data mailer” statements in either a monthly or weekly cyclical billing format and
automatic account progression through the collection process
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Patient friendly billing formats available
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Statements keep patient informed of insurance status as well as private
pay portion
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Prints automatic user-defined collection letters as part of the billing/
collections cycles
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Accounts Management subsystem allows the review of accounts and
provides for automated write-offs of bad debts and small balances, as
well as the combining of accounts
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Bad debt accounts maintained on system after write-off allow tracking
of in-house or collection agency productivity
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Provides for unlimited note entry on patient accounts
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Collections Tickler System
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Produces follow up schedules for collection activity
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Automatically assigns accounts to specific collectors based on
selected criteria
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Provides collector productivity tracking
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Online cash receipting produces system printed receipts eliminating the
need for a pegboard or receipt book
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Printed over-the-counter receipts include remaining patient account
balance
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Requires no end-of-day or end-of-month processing
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Extended payment plans can be set up and tracked
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User-defined collection letters and messages on statements
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Name of payer may be entered with receipts
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Master Patient Index and Community Patient Index
The Master Patient Index (MPI) provides flexible and thorough indexing of patient account information and serves as a
central access point to patient electronic medical records. The index is maintained utilizing multiple data keys to ensure
the selection of the proper patient and provide authorized users flexibility in patient searches. The index display includes
account summary information allowing at-a-glance review as well as identifying potentially erroneous information. The
MPI facilitates quicker, more accurate registrations, more efficient collections efforts and easy access to multi-encounter
patient information. When used in conjunction with the Archival Data Repository module, the index provides access to the
patient’s complete clinical and financial history from a single access point.
The Community Patient Index (CPI) expands data available for registration by providing the capability to share patient
information across the entire healthcare enterprise. Every patient encounter entered into the system, regardless as to
whether it is a hospital, medical practice or home health visit, is indexed and can be included in a community index. Each
entity is indexed separately and inclusion in the CPI is optional. Simple table settings determine which entity indices
will be included. Once established, each entity is able to search the community index for previous patient encounter
information across all of the other participating entities. The CPI is a powerful tool that promotes enterprise-wide data
consistency, faster, more efficient registrations and a reduction in the potential for errors.

Features and Benefits of the MPI/CPI
Provides thorough indexing based upon:
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Patient Name
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Guarantor Name
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Patient Account Numbers
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Medical Record Number(s)
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Social Security Number
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Date of Birth
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Radiology Film Number(s)
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Admission Dates
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Supports unitized, serial unit and serial medical record
numbering schemes
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Eliminates the need to maintain a manual index card file
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Fully integrated with the Registration/ADT and
Accounts Receivable modules
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Thorough indexing allows the easy identification of
previous patient encounters and subsequent use of a
“just like” feature for quicker, more reliable registration
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On-screen index display provides account summary information without requiring access to each patient account
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On-screen index display may be customized based on departmental or individual preferences
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Index data is maintained online indefinitely
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Integrated with the Archival Data Repository to provide access to clinical and financial histories
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The Community Patient Index provides multi-entity indexing and promotes enterprise-wide sharing of patient data
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Registration/ADT
The Registration/ADT module provides timely, accurate information on one of the most critical aspects of day-to-day
hospital operations by managing patient status as well as room and recurring charges. Through the extensive use of
control tables, the module allows customization and help screens unique to each client hospital to simplify the capture of
patient demographics and services. The module also provides centralized control of all patient admission, discharge and
transfer activities. The system keeps patient information available to all hospital personnel in formats designed for their
particular requirements. Patient encounters are maintained on
a historical basis after discharge, including patient demographic
data. This demographic data is easily transferred into a new
admission record for subsequent patient encounters. The length
of time the demographic data is maintained online is table driven
according to the requirements of the facility.

Features and Benefits of the
Registration/ADT Module
Allows staff to quickly locate patients by name, room number
or nursing station
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Provides a means for tracking patient accounts subject to the
72-hour rule
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Provides immediate online screen displays of patient name
listings - showing balance, room number, guarantor and other
status information
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Makes dietary information easily available
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Promotes more efficient staff interaction and coordination
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Room charges as well as equipment charges are posted
automatically, eliminating lost charges
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Insurance vs. patient liability for charges is easily handled
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Total integration to other modules provides online information
for statistical reports
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Allows predefined departments to receive notification upon
new patient registration
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Facility-defined on-screen registration edits allow for more
precise information gathering
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Automated Registration Documentation System
Evident’s Automated Registration Documentation System (ARDS) allows clients to streamline their registration process by
providing a solution for the production of multiple registration documents with a single keystroke. Utilizing a multi-drawer
laser printer configuration, ARDS allows for the printing of inpatient and outpatient forms without having to change paper
or dedicate separate printers. Unlike documents produced on dot matrix impact printers with multi-part paper, documents
produced from laser printers are clear and legible regardless of whether it is the first copy or the tenth. In addition to
patient face sheets, signature forms may be printed through ARDS at registration from Microsoft Word documents.

Features and Benefits of the Registration/ADT Module
Automatic production of multiple registration documents at a single keystroke
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Utilizes plain paper, white or colored, eliminating the cost of preprinted tractor fed forms
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Can produce patient signature forms from Microsoft Word documents further eliminating the need for preprinted forms
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One centrally located ARDS printer could be used by all registration clerks reducing the cost and noise of multiple
impact printers
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Produces barcoded armbands and labels eliminating the need for a card embosser
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Insurance Processing
Through total system integration, the Insurance Processing module greatly simplifies the task of creating insurance claims.
The module identifies claims ready to be generated, examines the patients’ records, retrieves all necessary information,
and automatically produces the completed claims. The system can accommodate, and simultaneously processes, an
unlimited number of insurance companies and claims. Detailed claim editing allows the identification and correction of any
potential billing errors prior to the submission of claims. The integration with the Accounts Receivable module makes the
rebilling of a UB or 1500 after-the-fact a simple process since the charge level detail is never affected by the generation of
an insurance claim. The module is also totally integrated with the Medical Records module so that ICD or HCPCS codes
are automatically transferred to the correct claim from the completed patient record. Additionally, the Evident General
Support Agreement guarantees that all billing forms will be kept in compliance with both state and federal requirements.
The module also features an efficient tickler
system to allow insurance follow ups to be
assigned, completed and annotated to ensure
timely remittance.

Features and Benefits of the
Insurance Processing Module
Provides online displays of outstanding
claims by patient, payer, billing date and
service code
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Claims can be altered from original input
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All claims can be regenerated and
reprinted whenever necessary
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List of claims identifies claims with missing information and prevents omission of claims
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Claims can be accessed by patient name and by insurance company
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Insurance payments are posted against a particular claim and automatically alter the patients’ balance
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Automatic write-off for Medicare and Medicaid if applicable
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Medicare logs and logs for any insurance company are automatically maintained by the system
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Tracks every claim from setup to full payment or rejection
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Easily processes contractual write-offs as part of remittance processing
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Does not require user to change primary financial class in order to bill secondary insurance claims
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Automatically rejects claims after a hospital-specified number of days and transfers account balance to patient
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Billing by charge period accommodates recurring outpatients and/or extended care patients
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Easy process to post billed but unpaid contractual adjustments to Accounts Receivable to prevent overstating Accounts
Receivable in financial reports
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Reports and ages, claims and dollars not billed due to incomplete Medical Records by physician
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Notes regarding biller contact with the insurance company can be entered and maintained on the patient account
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Intermediary edits integrated with electronic claims submission
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Integration with the optional Archival Data Repository allows the permanent storage of claim images and eliminates the
need to file paper claims for future reference/audits
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Contract Management
The Evident Contract Management module allows our hospital clients to set up and track various contract health plans and
the patients that are enrolled in them. The system allows for an unlimited number of plans and networks, which can be
set up and totally integrated with existing hospital financial classes. Payment terms are specified using one or more of the
following criteria: per diem, percent discount, DRG, procedure, stop loss or by revenue billing code.
The module is user-defined and table driven to provide ease of setup and flexibility in identifying employers and health
plans. During patient registration, the system allows for the selection of the guarantor’s employer and assignment of
the appropriate health plan. Look-up windows for employers and the health plans provide quick and easy selection of
the applicable choices. The data gathered at registration allows for the grouping of patient accounts and generation of
Contract Management reports.
Costs may be determined by using either standard cost profiles from the Evident item masters, by use of the hospital’s RCC
(Ratio of Cost to Charge) or by a combination of the two methods. Online screen displays provide actual patient charges,
costs and expected reimbursement, based upon the detailed terms of the plan as well as the actual payment amount
received. Patient claims are separated by status: billed, review, appeal and complete.
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Features and Benefits of the Contract Management Module
Totally integrated with other Evident modules
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Ability to define detail item cost and/or Ratio of Cost to Charges
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Contract Management account designation made at registration
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Ability to track patient data by employer
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Produces collated appeal letters and claims ready for submission
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Provides online displays of patient charges, costs, expected and actual reimbursements
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Integration with Microsoft Excel allows system generated data to be used for modeling, forecasting and
graphical presentation
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Automatically produces appeal letters and claim reprints for claims identified as requiring appeal
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